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The Sexes
By HANIEL LONG
Nevertheless, it is true
that you must live for me
and I must live for my God:
I for God only, you for God in me.,'
Yes, it is true.
And nevertheless, it 'is true
that I Imust live for you
and you must live for your God.
What matter what. happens,
you for God only, I for God in you--:
it will have to be true.
• • • • •
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Into Delphiniums
(Garden of Ci~lo Alegre)
I By 'HANIEL LONG
Into delphiniums
music sometimes rises: a phrase lifts
into the full stalk,
on toward another drifts
and then is lost.
At times, it almost re-emerges;
at times, one well-nigh sees'
where the tall flQwer surges.
Then fpliage comes back,
leaves thick and green,
weaving and woven out of
the unfelt, unrecognized, unseen.
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